The Department of Medicine
Resident/Fellow Research Symposium
Wednesday, May 30, 2018

Symposium Schedule

3:00 - 4:30 PM  Hanging of posters
5:00 - 6:15 PM  Viewing of posters in the Grand Hall
6:15 - 6:45 PM  Keynote address: Dr. Andrew Krumerman
6:45 - 7:00 PM  Awarding of Prizes: Dr. Tomer, Chair, Department of Medicine

Poster Number & Author(s)

A. RESIDENT CASE REPORTS

   *EUS-guided Perirectal Abscess Drainage Using a Lumen-Apposing Metal Stent in a 9-year-old Boy*

2. **Advani R**, Manvar A, Karla K, Ho S
   *EUS-Guided Drainage of Pyogenic Liver Abscess Using a Lumen-apposing Metal Stent*

3. **Advani R**, Luther S, Yinn D, Galen B
   *A Perforated Peptic Ulcer Contained by the Liver*

4. **Advani R**, Cavaliere K, Wong K, Velez C, Tokayer A
   *Double Hit: CMV-Related Megacolon in a Poorly Controlled Diabetic Patient*

5. **Ahmed N**, Gandhi H, Sims D
   *Case Report: My lung broke my heart! Takotsubo cardiomyopathy due to pneumonia*

   *Spontaneous Coronary Artery Dissection in a Post Partum Breast Feeding Mother*

7. **Bhardwaj G**, Bhardwaj R, Guddati H, Averbukh Y
   *Anticoagulation therapy (AT) in Portal vein thrombosis (PVT) in decompensated cirrhosis: A dilemma to treat*

   *Caliber persistent artery: A rare but interesting cause of acute massive gastrointestinal bleeding*
9. **Bressman M**, Jagannath A, Shaines M
   *K-Cup: A Tea that Makes You Weak in the Knees*

    “Pulmonary embolism due to a contraceptive vaginal ring (NuvaRing)”

11. **Fernandes N**, Priyanka L, Swedish K
    *ACUTE PANCREATITIS WITH NORMAL LIPASE LEVEL: A DILEMMA*

12. **Fernandes N**, Priyanka L, Goodman R
    *Life-threatening drug induced hemolytic anemia associated with penicillin use*

    *Mid-life Manifestations of Diamond Blackfan Anemia*

14. **Garcia-Dwyer R**, Lefrancois D
    *Disseminated histoplasmosis presenting as a persistent rim-enhancing brain lesion in advanced HIV*

15. **Glazman-Kuczaj G**, Raghavan S
    *A Crisis of Renal Proportions*

16. **Grzeskowiak M**, Arora S
    *Episodic Cushing’s Syndrome presenting as Intermittent Facial Swelling*

17. **Gupta N**, Soh H, Dhar N
    *Dyspnea in Graves Disease: Pulmonary Embolism and Mitral Regurgitation as possible causes*

18. **Hayes B**, Swiderski D
    *Not Like Father: Psychosocial Factors in Non-Cardiac Chest Pain*

19. **Japp E**, Yanamandala M
    *One in a million? Why alcoholic ketoacidosis is not more common.*

20. **Kang A**, Su C, Lefrancois D
    *One Pill, Two Pill, Pink Pill, Yellow Pill*

21. **Karpin K**, Arad D
    *Hickam's Dictum? No, Occam's Razor After All!*

22. **Luther S**, Advani R
    *IgG4-Related Sclerosing Cholangitis Without Elevated Serum IgG4 Levels*

23. **Mahali L**, Fernandes N, Hebbal P, Swedish K
    *Levofloxacin induced delirium in the elderly*

24. **Merkin R**, Galen B, Kladney M
    *Odontogenic Infection in a Young Woman with Headache and Fever*
25. Murphy C, Gardner E, Suda N, Dhar N
   *A Race Against Time: Thyrotoxic Anaplastic Thyroid Carcinoma*

   *Two Wrongs Make a Right? A Lesson in Patient Safety*

27. Patel S, Patel K, Kim Y, Arad D
   *A VZV Mystery: Segmental Zoster Paresis*

28. Phifer J
   *Old Patient, Young Diagnosis: Endocrine Issues in the Elderly*

29. Rahman A, Advani R, Zhao D, Goloborodko V
   *An Interesting Case of Hip Pain*

30. Reisig C, Ahmed N, Ding N
   *Salmonella Typhi Osteomyelitis in Uncontrolled Diabetes*

31. Silvera R, Park C
   *Please Don’t Stop the Music (or the Meds)*

32. Singh S, Acharya P, Naaraayan A, Holstein S, Jesmajian S
   *Facial Pain: The wisdom beyond the teeth*

33. Singh S, Acharya P, Naaraayan A, Holstein S, Jesmajian S
   *T-cell lymphoma complicating an ebstein barr virus associated*

34. Su C, Lambert D, Wang A, Lefrancois D
   *When neuropathy met Waldenstrom’s: POEMS syndrome*

35. Venkataraman S, Irfan B, Schwartz D, Melamed M
   *A Case of Posaconazole-Induced Acute Interstitial Nephritis*

36. Venkataraman S, Pullman J, Lwin L
   *A case of recurrent minimal change disease and acute tubular necrosis from NSAID use*

37. Yang K, Lefrancois D
   *Dry and Wet Beriberi in a Post-bariatric Surgery Patient*

38. Yu A, Josue C, Pineda D, Tai D, Acharya P, Jesmajian S
   *A SPADE FOR A HEART: A Case of Symptomatic Apical Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy*

   *Severe Headache: A Diagnostic Dilemma of Migraine vs Meningitis*

40. Zafar A, Knight C
   *High-Dose Glucocorticoids for Treatment of Lymphocytic Hypophysitis after Failed Transsphenoidal Surgery*
B. RESIDENT CLINICAL AND BASIC RESEARCH

   Neutrophil to Lymphocyte Ratio at the Time of LVAD Implant Predicts 30-Day Readmission

   Pre-Transplant Neutrophil to Lymphocyte Ratio Predicts 30-Day Readmission for Patients Undergoing Cardiac Transplantation

43. Choi D, Tong M, Goel S, Gritsman K
   MET/RON Inhibition in Myeloproliferative Neoplasms

44. Choi Y, Kushnir M, Billett H
   Apixaban is Safe and Effective in Morbidly Obese Patients

   Increased Atrial Fibrillation Admissions Following Daylight Saving Time Spring Transition

46. Chugh R, Beauvais J, Luther S, Tokayer A
   The Prevalence of Depression in Small Intestinal Bacterial Overgrowth

47. Chugh R, Beauvais J, Luther S, Tokayer A
   A New Look at an Old Trend: Finding the Ideal BUN to creatinine ratio to differentiate areas of Gastrointestinal Bleeding

   Utilizing video teleconferencing to engage primary care providers in community based Palliative Care

49. Kladney M, Fattouh M, Shapiro L
   Preparing Medicine Interns for their first day: Development and Evaluation of a Pre-Internship Boot Camp Curriculum

   MCS – Complications Other

   Optimizing Hemodynamics Does Not Improve the Pulmonary Artery Pulsatility Index’s post-LVAD Right Ventricular Failure Predictive Value

   Association of Language Preference and Mortality in Hispanic Patients

53. Mastroianni F, Emami N, Eisen L, Shiloh A, Fein D
   Use of Video Laryngoscopy Outside of the ICU
54. Murphy C, Mirhaji P, Gong M
   Clinician Responses to a Novel Early Alert System Targeting Deteriorating Patients

55. Murphy C, Fein D, Nachman S, Aldrich T
   The Prevalence and Characterization of the Nonspecific Pulmonary Function Pattern at a Large Urban Medical Center

56. Pina C,
   Predictors of Self-Reported HIV Among Men Who Have Sex With Men in India Reached Online: Implications for Online Interventions

57. Qavi A, Rahman I, Madubata C, Imran T, Rosario V, Wu W
   Comparison of Parameters of Diastolic Function in Nuclear Cardiology and Echocardiography

58. Su C, Southern W, Arora S
   Concurrent NSAID and warfarin use is associated with increased blood transfusions in hospitalized patients

59. Su C, Cheng H
   The impact of primary care access on mortality in lung cancer patients from Bronx, New York

60. Thibaud S, Aparo S, Chuy J, Kaubisch A
   Prognostic significance of neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio in racial minorities with hepatocellular carcinoma

   Efficacy and safety of rivaroxaban in morbid obesity: A retrospective analysis of over 600 patients with BMI ≥40

   Treatment for Diabetes and Cardiovascular Risk Factors in a Predominantly Minority Urban Cohort of Kidney Transplant Recipients

63. Wong K
   Racial diversity among histology of renal cell carcinoma at an urban medical center

   Morality Associated with Calcium Channel Blockers in Heart Failure with Reduced Ejection Fraction: Real World Experience

   Multiple Hypothesis Testing in the Gastroenterology Literature

   Direct small molecule BAX inhibition protects against doxorubicin-induced cardiomyopathy without compromising cancer treatment
C. FELLOWS CASE REPORTS AND CLINICAL RESEARCH

67. Adrah R, Neugarten J, Golestaneh L
   Female Sex Protects against Mortality after an Episode of Community Acquired AKI (CAAKI)

   Opioid Receptor Blockade with Intranasal Naloxone Prevents the Development of Hypoglycemia-
   Associated Autonomic Failure (HAAF)

69. Aleksic S, Zahedpour S, Tsomos E, Upadhyay L, Japp E, Ajaimy M, Akalin E, Zonazein J
   Clinical Variables and Outcomes of Kidney Transplant Recipients with Type 2 Diabetes and New-Onset
   Diabetes after Transplantation in a Predominantly Minority Urban Population

   De-Prescribing in the Post-Acute and Long-Term Care Setting: A Quality Improvement Project With
   Potential to Reduce Adverse Events and Costs

71. Boja H, Lebelt A, Dharmarajan T
   Does Quetiapine Worsen Glycemic Control In Diabetes Mellitus? A Presentation of Two Cases

   Is Management of Diabetes in Older Adults Consistent with Current Guidelines? An Opportunity for
   DePrescription

73. Boja H, Sam K, Kanagala M, Dharmarajan T
   Atypical Chest Pain in the Old: May be More Than Meets the Eye!

   Prevalence of Psychotropic Use in Older Adult and Attempts at DePrescribing: A Quality Improvement
   Project in Acute care and Post-acute / Long term sites

   Biochemical Markers of Bone Turnover and Risk of Incident Diabetes Mellitus in Older Women: The
   Cardiovascular Health Study

76. Meron M, Xu S, Glesby M, Qi Q, Hanna D, Anastos K, Kaplan R, Kizer J
   Association Between C1q/TNF-Related Proteins (CTRPs) and Cardiometabolic Phenotypes Among Women
   with or at Risk for HIV Infection

   Bang for the Buck: Lessons Learned from an Ambulatory Stewardship Pilot to Reduce Excess Antibiotic
   Prescribing for Adult Upper Respiratory Infections
Serum (1,3) Beta-D-glucan as a Case-finding Tool During an Outbreak of Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia in Abdominal Transplant Patients

North American Adult T Cell Leukemia Lymphoma (ATLL) is characterized by distinct, therapeutically targetable mutations in epigenetic modifiers

A Multidisciplinary Continuous Support Heart Team Approach Improves Hemo-compatibility Related Outcomes in Continuous Flow LVAD Recipients

Relative Contribution of Modifiable Risk Factors for Atrial Fibrillation in Hispanics, African Americans and Non-Hispanic Whites

Comparing rates of routine HIV and HCV screening to estimate the impact of consent on identifying patients with undiagnosed HIV

D. DERMATOLOGY CASE REPORTS

83. Garelik J, Babbush K, Chan A, Amin B, McLellan B
A case of a 35-year-old female with endometrial carcinoma and facial papules

A Phase 2 Study of Safety and Efficacy of Anabasum (JBT-101), a Cannabinoid Receptor Type 2 Agonist, in Refractory Skin-Predominant Dermatomyositis

85. Hulur I, Skol A, Gamazon E, Cox N, Onel K
Genetic Architecture of Melanoma

β-Defensin 103 characterizes a distinct molecular phenotype of human acral melanoma, by its correlated expression with IL-17A & IFNg-mediated immune

Proportion of CD4+ CD49b+ LAG-3+ type 1 regulatory T cells in the blood of psoriasis patients inversely correlates with psoriasis area and severity index

88. Manning J, McLellan B, Chu P
A new lens for leishmaniasis: the diagnostic importance of CD1a immunostaining
*Nasal Colonization with Staphylococcus Aureus Before Radiotherapy Predicts Radiation Dermatitis: A Prospective Study*

*Disparities in Hidradenitis Suppurativa: Experience of a Dedicated Tertiary Referral Center*

*Identifying and characterizing anemia in patients with hidradenitis suppurativa*

92. Waldman A, Amin B, Lee D
*Cutaneous Helicobacter cinaedi infection in a patient with X-linked agammaglobulinemia*

93. Williams R, Libby T, El Habr C, Tinklepaugh A, Ciocon D
*Do you mix fillers with other solutions?*